
Better
Protection

Avoid damage to equipment and protect your
livestock from hardware disease. Equip your
New Holland forage harvester with a Metalert®lil
electronic metal detector.

Metalert HI protects the cutterhead by stopping
the feedrolls and attachment drive the moment
metal enters. This option is available on N6w
Holland forage harvester Models 790 and 900.

See us for more details.

&SEE
YOUR

NEAREST I\EWHOLLAI\D
DEALER TODAY!

NEW HOLLAND SUPER BOOM "

WHAT MAKES YOU SO TOUGH?
With the New Holland Model Lx665

>uper Boom ” skid-steer loader, the
mswer is simple everything The
Lx665” is designed for the best in
iurability, reliability and performance
The “Lx665” has 50 turbocharged

horses and a 1,700 pound operating
load And, with the Pick Up 'n Go"
universal attachment system, you can
really get hooked on this machine

So stop in today to see what makes
the “1x665”50 tough
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The Best
Warranty In
The industry
New Holland makes it right and they’re willing

to back it up in writing. Only New Holland box
spreaders come with Bonded Protection.
• If the steel sides rust, you’ll get new ones -

FREE.
• If the heavy plastic floor boards warp, shrink or

wear out, you’ll get new ones - FREE.
• This guarantee is good for 12 years...even to

second owners.
Take a close look at one today.

4x6 BALER
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who Says
nobody’s
Perfect?

■ There aren’t many things in life that are perfect.
Except, of course, a New Holland Roll-Belt'" round
bale Come see the Model 654 round baler and
you’ll understand why. The “654” consistently
makes bales that have the density, capacity and
quality appearance that you demand. And it’s
loaded with features that will make your job
easier.

So stop by today and see why the “654" is
a superior baler After all, life’s too short for
imperfect bales
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